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AFZO
ANNUAL MEETING
AFZO Annual Meeting is the Flagship event
of Africa Free Zones Organisation that brings
together government representatives,
international experts and senior executives
to offer broad insights on critical issues
related to the development of Economic
Zones in Africa.
Through this initiative, AFZO provides its
members a unique opportunity to develop
networking, build strong business alliances
and access to key international decisions
makers.

EVENT OBJECTIVES
Developing connections within
Economic Zones ecosystem.
Promoting knowledge sharing.
Enhancing and sustaining
relationships between African Special
Economic Zones communities.
Strengthen bonds and foster
collaboration between AFZO
members.

AFZO 4TH ANNUAL MEETING

2019 EDITION

SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES:
ACCELERATOR FOR INDUSTRIALIZATION IN AFRICA
Co-organized with THE AFRICAN UNION
COMMISSION (AUC), the event took place
in conjunction with Africa Industrialization
Week on NOVEMBER 18TH – 20TH 2019,
at THE AFRICA UNION HEADQUARTERS,
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA. Entitled “SPECIAL
ECONOMIC
ZONES:
ACCELERATOR
FOR INDUSTRIALIZATION IN AFRICA”, the
recorded attendance of distinguished
guests representing upstanding African
authorities, international institutions, as
well as public and private organizations.
OVER 220 DELEGATES attended the event
that represented an ideal opportunity to
discuss Economic Zones’ development
models.
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Economic
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43
Countries
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Experts
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EVENT PARTNERS

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS

The role of SEZs to diversify the
economy towards more valued
added activities. SEZs can promote
transformation of the agribusiness
sector towards adoption of modern
technologies & industrial practices.
The role for SEZs to maximise the
benefit of industrialisation by better
exploiting the advantages .

1

The role of SEZs in FDI attraction through
tailored strategies & incentives.

3

The role of free trade agreements
e.g. AfCFTA to increase productivity
and market access.

2

4

5
The importance of strong logistics
and connectivity for capturing the
spill over benefits of zones investment
and enabling local/regional supply
chain linkages.
The importance of empowering
local domestic investors & financial
institutions to maximize clustering
impact & attract international
investment.
Industrial activities and SEZ initiatives
require strong promotional activities
like infrastructure and commodities
sector in Africa.

6

7
8

9
10

The importance & greater need
for more integrated economic
& planning frameworks for SEZ
development.

The economic benefits of clusters
within & around SEZs when supported
by investment grade policies &
national vision.

The lack of private sector investment
identified as a key issue where
SEZs can play an important role by
reducing risks and creating strong
value propositions.
The

importance

of

developing

11 partnerships to achieve the objectives.
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THE SPEAKERS
HIGHLIGHTED THE
IMPORTANCE OF
STRONG LOGISTICS
AND CONNECTIVITY
FOR CAPTURING THE
SPILL OVER BENEFITS
OF ZONES INVESTMENT
AND ENABLING LOCAL/
REGIONAL SUPPLY CHAIN
LINKAGES.
AGENDA
DAY 1 - NOVEMBER 18TH, 2019
18:00 - 20:00

AFZO GET TOGETHER

DAY 2 - NOVEMBER 19TH, 2019 I AFRICAN UNION HEADQUARTER
08:30 - 09:00

REGISTRATION

09:00 - 10:00

WELCOMING REMARKS AND INTRODUCTION

10:00 - 11:15

CONFERENCE 1 : INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN SEZ IN AFRICA CHALLENGES & POLICIES TRENDS

11:15 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:45

COFFE BREAK
CONFERENCE 2 : AFRICAN ECONOMIC ZONES AT THE ERE OF CLUSTERING & INNOVATIVE FINANCE

13:00 - 15:00

LUNCH BREAK

1500 - 17:00

MEET THE EXPERT
SESSION 1 : TRADE AND LOGISTICS CLUSTER TO ENABLE GREATER CONNECTIVITY
SESSION 2 : 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION WITHIN SEZ IN AFRICA : TRAINING & CAPACITY BUILDING

KEYNOTE AND EXPERTS ROUND TABLE

KEYNOTE AND EXPERTS ROUND TABLE

DAY 3 - NOVEMBER 20TH, 2019 I AFRICAN UNION HEADQUARTER
09:00 - 12:00

AFRICA INDUSTRALIZATION DAY - OFFICIAL CEREMONY

WELCOME & OPENING
REMARKS
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H.E. AMBASSADOR ALBERT MUCHANGA

COMMISSIONER FOR TRADE AND INDUSTRY, AFRICAN UNION COMMISSION

Opened the proceedings of the AFZO 4th annual
meeting. He stressed the importance of SEZs
for the structural transformation of Africa and
to foster intra-business linkages and viability. He
stated that the new AfCFTA will create a 1.2 billion
consumers base and it is vital to build capacity
and private sector enterprise to deliver to this
market. SEZs can address dilemmas of industrial
production and rapid industrialisation in the
short term at continental and regional level. He
concluded by thanking AFZO and Tanger Med
for their initiatives to support African economic
zones.

H.E MS. DAGMAWIT MOGES

MINISTER OF TRANSPORT, ETHIOPIA

Welcomed the delegation to Ethiopia. She stressed the
need for transit and transport corridors to link Special
Economic Zones with national and regional centres.
She iterated that constraints and issues in zones are not
aligned with national strategies. She also highlighted
that connecting national logistics strategy and transit
corridors to zone proposition will be very crucial.

MR MEHDI TAZI RIFFI

PRESIDENT, AFRICA FREE ZONES ORGANISATION
Warmly acknowledged the pleasure to host this
edition of the Annual Meeting in Addis Ababa.
He highlighted that AFZO was put in place by Africans,
for Africans and to develop successful African special
economic zones. He pointed out that ability of SEZ to
sustain their development is intimately linked with their
model both in terms of strategic objectives, quality
of the selected operational model as well as quality
of the execution. He referred to the work done by
UNCTAD and stressed the importance of integrated
SEZ offering combining both logistics and industrial
activities has proven a winning model for African SEZs.

CONFERENCE 1

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN SEZ IN AFRICA
CHALLENGES & POLICIES TRENDS
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ECONOMIC ZONES ARE
A COMMON FEATURE OF INDUSTRIAL POLICIES
Several
African
economies
have
adopted new industrial strategies over
the last 5 years as part of a global
trend with more than 80 new industrial
reforms. Policymakers in Africa see in SEZs
a potential avenue of kick-starting the
structural transformation process to move
from agricultural dominant economies
to ones characterized by higher valueadded activities and industrialization. This
is particularly due to the high employment
creation needs in most countries of the

continent, which have a rising number
of young job seekers every year.
Policymakers on the continent face not
only the traditional challenges of making
SEZs successful, which include a sound
strategic focus, efficient governance
models, and prudent
investment
promotion tools. The challenges remain
also on how to link SEZs with industrial
development and how to adjust to the
constantly evolving needs of international
production patterns.

CONFERENCE 1
01

02

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN SEZ IN AFRICA
CHALLENGES & POLICIES TRENDS
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The

contribution of SEZs to
industrial development on the
continent

Successful cases of SEZs in
Africa stimulating industrial
development and lessons to be
learned

03

04

How SEZs contribute
growth in Africa?

to

FDI

What

are the key trends in the
development of SEZs in the
continent?

THIS CONFERENCE FOCUSED
ON THE FINDINGS OF THE
LATEST UNCTAD WORLD
INVESTMENT REPORT 2019
SPECIAL
ECONOMIC
ZONES ON CHALLENGES,
OPPORTUNITIES
AND
POLICIES TRENDS ON THE
ROLE OF SEZS IN INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT,
GROWTH
AND FDI.

05

What are the key challenges
of SEZs in Africa? How to
avoid a race to the bottom in
terms of incentives for foreign
manufacturing investors?

06

07

How

can SEZs best contribute
to industrial development and
structural transformation of
the continent?

How

can
regional
and
continent cooperation enhance
the efficiency of SEZs to
promote industrial development
in Africa?

CONFERENCE 1

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN SEZ IN AFRICA
CHALLENGES & POLICIES TRENDS
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The first session was chaired by

RICHARD BOLWIJN

HEAD OF INVESTMENT RESEARCH IN
UNCTAD’S INVESTMENT & ENTERPRISE
DIVISION
He explained that global FDI growth slowed

down in the last ten years. Governments,
in the drive of attracting a shrinking pool of
investments, are promoting the creation of
SEZs. The number of SEZs globally jumped
from 4,300 in 2014 to 5,400 in 2018.
Africa is no exception and constant FDI
flows together with increasing number
of zones created greater competition
between zones to attract investors. Survey
results showed that although SEZs are an
important tool in investment promotion,
they have not been successful in all the 110
economies considered. Richard shared
key lessons learned for successful modern
zone development in three main areas:
programme design (e.g. integration of SEZs
in development strategy), operations (e.g.
business facilitation, infrastructure, labour

pool) and development impact (e.g. set
clear goals and performance metrics for
economic and ESG contribution). Zones
are becoming expensive to set up, so
financial and fiscal performance metrics
and models should be more sustainable
to measure their impacts. He reiterated
that there are three main challenges for
SEZ development – greater emphasis on
sustainability targets and performance,
digitalization and industrial revolution and
rapidly changing pattern of international
trade and production. Hence, it’s crucial
that countries get the strategic picture
right and position themselves in the correct
quadrant of the “Development Ladder”
(zone policy objectives, zone types) when
promoting SEZs and industrialization plans.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED IN THE PANEL DISCUSSION:
What is the SEZs role in supporting regional integration?
What it takes to connect SEZs and cities in Africa?
What kind of support does African Development Bank provide for Zones development?
Examples of good zones management and zones performance.

CONFERENCE 1

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN SEZ IN AFRICA
CHALLENGES & POLICIES TRENDS
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INGE BAUMGARTEN
Director GIZ African Union Liaison
Office

She announced that GIZ have major
programmes
to
support
industrial
development in Africa. GIZ are uniquely
placed to be a strategic partner and
provide strong economic perspective
given their work with the African Union on
trade, energy and science. She stated that
AfCFTA will be a game changer for Africa.
It will generate more trade and increase
productivity. It will create a new way of
doing business in Africa and SEZs will play
a key role in this movement but there are
still some uncertainties in how SEZs will be

treated under this regime. Once resolved,
multi-country and cross-border SEZs would
have positive impact on connectivity of
economic centres and industrial hubs. She
stressed that it is important to look at SEZs
with a holistic view including environmental
(e.g. China and India around waste and
water management), social (e.g. workers
conditions) and economics (worker skills).
Linking SEZs in a corridor or across more
countries can lead to value chain integration
further expanding the potential of SEZs and
capture larger markets.

EDLAM YEMERU
Chief, Urbanisation Section Social
Development Policy Division UNECA

She observed that rapid but poor
urbanisation due to structural barriers is
currently holding back benefits of investment
in zones, especially local and regional
spill-over benefits of zones. Africa has not
benefited at the same scale as Asia when
looking at the links between urbanisation &
industrialisation. Even though urbanisation
is increasing in Africa it is not creating high
skilled productive jobs. Location of some
SEZs is not very attractive and cities face
barriers to benefit from investment in zones
in Africa. She cited weak policy outcomes

& connection between urban and industrial
programmes and lack of coordinated
economic & planning frameworks. She
encouraged policy makers to tackle
industrialization and urbanisation to harness
the potential of SEZs. Improving urban &
industrial connection for example by better
understanding of locational preferences
and sectoral requirements will boost creation
of productive urban jobs and exploit the
advantages that urban areas can offer for
SEZs.

CONFERENCE 1
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BANJI OYERLARAN-OYEYINKA
Senior Special Advisor on
Industrialization at the African
Development Bank

He indicated that Agribusiness is a huge
opportunity for Africa (USD 1 Trillion market by
2030) if supported by new technologies and
industrial practices. It is reported that key big
global players in farming (e.g. Netherlands
exported $90 billion in agri-food last year)
are also the ones specialised in ICT and highvalue adding sectors. Modern technology
and knowledge can be applied to the Agri
sector to reduce costs and encourage
private sector-led transformation.
He indicated that there are two main issues
for scaling up Agribusiness in Africa:
1 - Operational issues – low farm productivity
and crop yields, weak human capital.
2 - High share of exports of raw agricultural
products (75% of the total exports).
AfDB has announced several programmes
to address these issues – Technologies for
African Agricultural Transformation (TAAT),

CGI, farmer skills upgrade and is committed
to increasing agri-business to shift from raw
exports to processed high value products
across Africa. AFDB have announced agro
investment zones in 15 countries in Africa. It
includes modernising the entire agricultural
value chain and developing infrastructure
to increase food production, income
and employment in rural areas. The Bank
intends to create Special Agro-Industrial
Processing Zones (SAPZ) in partnership with
governments and the private sector to
turn the rural landscape into economic
zones of prosperity that harness the
power of commercial agriculture and
food production. Through agricultural
transformation
clusters
(ATCs),
agroprocessing activities will be concentrated
within areas that have significant potential
to boost farm productivity

CONFERENCE 1
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MOUBARACK LÔ
Chief Economics & CEO
Prospective Economic Office of
Senegal

With his joint role of economist and development strategies expert provided a very useful
framework for setting up SEZs. His 10 golden rules were:

1
Good spatial planning and vision of
SEZ (integrate planning and urban
development), avoid putting SEZ in
arable lands.

2
3

Development
of
infrastructure
within SEZs and link it with regional
and national provision.

4
5

Set up an appropriate tax framework
to attract competitive firms and not
only those seeking tax evasion.

6
7

Enable cooperation and joint
ventures between firms in the SEZs
and firms outside the zones to
develop supply chains and good
practices.
Follow up every year with periodic
monitoring and evaluation of
SEZs including quality stakeholder
engagement and coordination.

8
9
10

Inclusion of SEZ in national strategies
(not limiting to a paragraph in the
national plans, need an integrated
planning).

Prepare
human
resources
adequately (take charge of SEZs),
establish vocational training schools
in line with plan.

SEZs funding, PPP priorities and
attraction of private investment,
increase
opportunities
for
partnerships.

Establishment
of
efficient
governance and administrative
structure for attracting zone investor
and for zone management.

Being compliant with environmental
and CSR requirements.

CONFERENCE 2

AFRICAN ECONOMIC ZONES AT THE ERE OF CLUSTERING AND INNOVATIVE
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SEZs PROVIDE
A UNIQUE & PERPETUATING ENVIRONMENT FOR INDUSTRIES
To agglomerate within and around the
zone, thereby creating a self-reinforcing
clustering mechanism. Clustering takes
place in SEZs as companies benefit from
the presence of backward and forward
linkages related to internal (firms located
in SEZs) and external companies. SEZs are
also designed to generate economic
and knowledge spill overs within the same
industry or across different industries (interindustry, or vertical). This cluster of firms

within a common industry facilitates
industry-related knowledge enforcement
among workers and promotes further
specialization
and
industry-specific
innovation. Successful SEZs built around
a specific industry or supply chain further
aided by anchor tenants have led to
clustering of companies and promotes
further specialization and industry-specific
innovation.

CONFERENCE 2
01

How

02

What

03

AFRICAN ECONOMIC ZONES AT THE ERE OF CLUSTERING AND INNOVATIVE
FINANCE
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are SEZs developing
clusters focused on specific
industry or supply chain?

SEZ

factors
are
contributing to knowledge spill
overs, further specialization and
industry-specific innovation?

How

is clustering of firms
in and around SEZs creating
skilled labour pools that can
benefit SEZ-based firms?

04
THIS
CONFERENCE
FOCUSED ON THE AFRICAN
ECONOMIC ZONES AT THE
ERE OF CLUSTERING AND
INNOVATIVE FINANCE
05

What

provision and features
influence clustering and shape
the extent of linkages between
SEZs and local markets?

How

can
SEZs through
clustering benefit local nonSEZ based firms specially SMEs?

CONFERENCE 2
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The second session was chaired by

SOUAD EL OUAZZANI

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC SECTOR SERVICES
OF DELOITTE AFRICA

Stated that clustering can facilitate growth
for African industries to overcome perceived
barriers of firm size and numbers. In Africa,
there were a couple of spontaneously grown
clusters observed in light manufacturing
industries such as textile and garments,
furniture, metalwork and equipment. Studies
of clusters in Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya,
Mauritius, Tanzania and Rwanda, showed
that industrial clusters appear to provide a
pocket of vitality in Africa’s private sector.
There is strong economic evidence on the
benefits of clustering – better sales, capital
accumulation, joint initiatives lead to greater
market access. Cluster based enterprises
are more likely to buy their inputs from other
enterprises within the same cluster, while
selling their products outside, thus creating a
strong buyer and seller network that improves
profitability.
She also pointed out some key challenges
that impede formation and effective
functioning of clusters around SEZs.

These include:
- Access to suitable land, lack of zoning
policies and space constraint limit firms’
choices and mobility, constraining their
ability to formalize their operations. Often
clusters are located where the land is
available without any consideration of
whether this land is suitable for the industrial
activities they want to develop.
- Lack of managerial skills and knowledge
among entrepreneurs as a major limit to
cluster growth. Also, there is weak links to
universities/ outside support for training and
skills development especially for SMEs.
- Access to finance/penetration of African
cluster in the global market is a challenge.
- Strong need of reforms to set up an enabling
environment and raising the survival level to
a more dynamic and innovating level. Policy
reforms are needed to target investment
climate and managerial skills to improve
operability and profitability of clusters.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED IN THE PANEL DISCUSSION:
How to include climate change adaptation and circular economy in industrial cluster
development?
What is the role of PPP in facilitating access to finance for SEZs?
What are the key recommendations for SEZs in overcoming the main challenges of
access to finance, strong competition, access to globalised market and digitalisation?

CONFERENCE 2
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CHRISTOPHER MARKS
Director, Head of Emerging Markets
Corporate Banking EMEA, MUFG.

He indicated that actual and perceived
sovereign risk in Africa makes private
finance attraction very difficult. Currently
and as discussed at the recently held Africa
Investment Forum the new AfCFTA would
mainly benefit a handful of countries such
as South Africa, Nigeria, Morocco and Egypt
due to their advanced trading structures and
regimes. He mentioned the importance of
building the profile of projects to gain visibility
to attract investors and more promotional
work is required for industrial investment (not
just for infrastructure investment in Africa).
Partners are crucial to build legitimacy
and create scale, develop public private
networks & partnerships to achieve vision,
plans & scale of impact. Industrial policies
must be investment grade and should

provide non-financial support for investors.
PPP has mainly been used to finance
infrastructure and similar projects. High
country risks across Africa have made it
difficult to establish public-led PPP projects.
The private sector plays a key role to
overcome this issue and provide efficient
operation and risk management strategies.
International private sector finance looks at
Government vision, planning frameworks
and scale of opportunity to invest in projects.
For example, private sector finance would
be willing to invest along with a strong
domestically financed Pension fund.
SEZs should use money from development
finance to attract investors to provide viable
renewable solutions that also help achieve
fundamental environmental objectives.

OLURANTY DOHERTY
Head of Export Development African
Export/Import Bank

She emphasised the importance of early
stage financing for establishment of zones
through technical and feasibility studies is
crucial as governments lack capacity in
Africa. To address competition, governments
need to have the right policies in place.
More capacity building to support upskilling
government agencies in developing
policies is required. She mentioned the Fund
for Export Development in Africa (FEDA), the

equity investment fund created recently by
the African Export-Import Bank, will catalyse
FDI flows into Africa’s trade and export
sectors. AfreximBank provides a range of
equity, debt and investment guarantees for
supporting on-site and off-site infrastructure
for zones. They are also collaborating with
other financial institutions such as CDP and
AFDB to support infrastructure and project
finance.

CONFERENCE 2
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AURELIA CALABRO
Regional Director & representative of
Ethiopia UNIDO.

She indicated the need for national vision
and macroeconomic policies to develop
clusters around zones. Industrial Parks should
be considered as a tool of industrialisation
and should be included in the national
vision of a country. National government
should support infrastructure, energy and
power investment to complement the zone
proposition. She also stressed on a systemic
approach which considers public sector,
R&D (innovation, innovative approach, right
human resources) and management skills.
For example, community-based parks to
integrate SEZ within the community they
operate to enjoy direct and indirect job
creation. On access to finance, she made

a key point to empower local investors
and domestic financial institutions. These
local players might be better placed to
understand risks and cash flow issues.
More empowered local financial players
could also give confidence to international
investors to partner or share risks. Another
option would be to provide better services
in the zones such as banking and digital
services. Circular economy can become an
opportunity to re-utilise waste and materials,
cut costs through networking. Digitalisation
can support trade capacity building in the
African area. UNIDO aids preparation of
policies, making sure that standards are
addressed and met.

MEET THE EXPERT

TRADE AND LOGISTICS CLUSTERS TO ENABLE GREATER CONNECTIVITY
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LOGISTICS DEMAND
FOR THE SEZ CAN BE CATEGORISED INTO:
1

2

INDUCED LOGISTICS

The logistics demand that is generated
by the industrial & commercial activities
focused within the SEZ.
The logistics infrastructure catalyse change
and increase competitiveness of SEZ. It is a
crucial enabler for park tenants to develop
strong value proposition. Logistics also
enable greater market access and import
substitution through value chain integration.

REGIONAL LOGISTICS

Role of zones as regional gateway for
goods entering or leaving the country.

Hence, it would drive efficient, intra-regional
trade in intermediate products with limited
constraints. The overall result would be
significant
macroeconomic
impact
through new job creation, skills uplift and
value addition across industry value chains.
01

THIS
SESSION
LOOKS
AT
THE
CRUCIAL
ROLE
&
SIGNIFICANT
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
DEVELOPING A LOGISTICS
& WAREHOUSING CLUSTER
WITHIN & AROUND SEZS.

02

03

What

is the value proposition for
developing logistics & warehousing
clusters (transportation, warehousing,
freight forwarding, value added
logistics)?

What is the role of smart logistics in
attracting industry 4.0 related sectors
and activities?
How

is clustering of firms in and
around SEZs creating skilled labour
pools that can benefit SEZ-based firms?

MEET THE EXPERT

TRADE AND LOGISTICS CLUSTERS TO ENABLE GREATER CONNECTIVITY
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The First Meet the expert session was chaired by

DOMINIQUE LAFONT

CEO OF LAFONT AFRICA CORPORATION, &
SENIOR ADVISOR FOR KKR & BCG FOR AFRICA.

His presentation covered the role of
trade and logistics clusters to enable
greater connectivity across African SEZs.
A strong logistics provision is usually seen
as a prerequisite to stimulate regional
spill overs and to create a regional
market. However, he identified that
when looking at unlocking markets, both
logistics and non-logistics prerequisites
need to be considered. Non-logistics
prerequisites to attract investors include:
strong regional free trade area to
facilitate access to markets; a businessfriendly environment; transparency and
political stability.

From the logistics side, entry port is
the locomotive for fostering regional
integration. The hub potential of the entry
point relies mainly upon the fluidity of its
related corridor to reach the hinterland
and boost integration.
In such an environment, based on stateof-the-art facilities connected to a fluid
corridor, SEZs can flourish as a second
locomotive to attract regional and
international investment.
Dominique concluded his presentation
stating that even though West Africa
has several corridors in competition,
the potential is high and there will be
space for many SEZs with strong regional
markets.

MEET THE EXPERT

CATALYSING TRANSFORMATIONAL AND INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH
FROM INDUSTRY 4.0: A CRITICAL ROLE FOR SEZS? CONNECTIVITY
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LINKAGES FROM THE ANCHOR & SECONDARY
INDUSTRIES WITHIN AN SEZ TO THE LOCAL ECONOMY
vastly expands the employment generation
potential of these investments. In most
cases “connectivity” is expected to have
a greater impact on jobs and incomes
than the on-site investments themselves.
The concept of “connectivity” picks up on
some of these off-site constraints critical
to develop industrial clusters within and
around zones.
The SEZ are willing to build and improve their
value proposition as a key differentiator to
increase competitiveness. The integrated
SEZ policy and development framework
are based on long term vision, feasibility
studies, delivery model and project
implementation. This will include site

selection, target sectors, sector segment
propositions, site plan, demand forecast,
competitive
benchmarking,
business
model and implementation plan.
SEZ should develop mechanisms for
defining investor and/or partner ‘typologies’
and ways of assessing the best ‘fit’ between
various investors and/or sub-developers
and the national economic and social
development goals. Key performance
indicators are to be implemented to
maximise local community involvement
in skills development, training and
employment opportunities that arise out of
the industrial project’s developments.
01

THIS
SESSION
LOOKS
AT
CATALYSING
TRANSFORMATIONAL AND
INCLUSIVE
ECONOMIC
GROWTH FROM INDUSTRY
4.0: A CRITICAL ROLE FOR
SEZS

How can SEZs innovate and differentiate
themselves from the usual pallet of
incentives?

02

03

How SEZ

enable key stakeholder to
maximize the operational efficiency and
socio-economic impact?

How to broker agreement around shared
goals & incorporate wider economic
goals & commitments into concession
agreements or development contracts
(e.g. commitments to train local people
or use local suppliers etc.)?

MEET THE EXPERT
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The Second Meet the expert session was chaired by

ADARSH VARMA

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR AND LEAD ECONOMIST
BUROHAPPOLD ENGINEERING UK.

Mr.Adarsh’s session covered tried and
tested frameworks to develop SEZs.
He stressed on the importance of
integrated Economics, Planning and
Engineering frameworks to provide clear
value proposition for the Zone regime
and individual sites. Feasibility studies
which provide the evidence base and
concepts from vision to project delivery
are easier to coordinate, attract investors
and agree funding structures. He also
stated that investors are increasingly
seeking high quality infrastructure
provision
and
effective
customs
environment and not just attracted by
fiscal/financial incentives.
Evidence is also showing that package of
incentives including non-fiscal incentives
can have a greater impact on zone
performance (on trade, jobs and FDI).

Given growing competition between
SEZs to attract investors and access
markets, the SEZ value proposition can
be smarter. SEZs value proposition
can be tailored to zone/site features,
sector requirements and investor
preferences. Targeted investment and
communication strategy based on clear
and attractive value proposition should
relate personally and professionally to
investors.
Lastly, connectivity framework defined
as enabling environment linked skills,
access to finance, cost and reliability
of utilities, market access, logistics and
transport and industry standards, will
address key off-site constraints and
improve regional/local spill over effects
of SEZs

21

CONCLUSION

SEZS IN AFRICA WILL CONTINUE TO PLAY
A KEY ROLE IN DIVERSIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL BASE
Catalyse the private sector and provide
unique value proposition for its investors.
The number of special economic zones is
increasing in Africa, with new trends in zone
planning to deliver industrial activities. In
Africa many zones are focussed around the
host country’s natural resources. There is a
growing trend to diversify the local economy
and target higher value-added sectors. For
example, Morocco has zones targeting
high-tech activities in pharmaceutical
and automotive. SEZs have a key role to
accelerate this diversification in trade and
industrial development. SEZs have a key
role to accelerate this diversification in
trade and industrial development. Private
Sector participation in Africa is relatively
weak and has limited the level of economic

diversification, structural transformation
and advances in regional integration.
The sector is also considered closed and
concentrated, dominated by domestic
companies and less FDI in both absolute
and relative terms. Again, SEZs are playing a
key role by engaging private sectors through
PPPs to develop and operate SEZs; as well as
attracting African and international private
sector zone tenants and supply chain
partners. Regardless of the improving trends
in SEZs and industrialisation, there are strong
barriers to doing business in Africa. Political
stability and trust in the government are
important factors for investors. Governmental
credibility and SEZ structures reassure foreign
investors and provides them with competitive
and unique value propositions.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
A key recommendation is to increase private
sector investment – domestic and global –
for transitioning countries towards greater
industrialisation. SEZs can spearhead these
challenges and opportunities in two ways :		
1- SEZs can facilitate and accelerate the
successful ‘capture’ of the scale of demand,
a result that would be over and above
what is achievable via normal market and
trading conditions. They can play a key role
in actively realizing the potential demand.
2- SEZs can mitigate against or provide
solutions to the gaps and constraints
identified in relation to growing target sectors
and this can be via new infrastructure, various
forms of operational or business incentives
or more streamlined legal and regulatory
processes, for example.
The event successfully demonstrated the
benefit of having a regular platform to share

knowledge, meet experts and like-minded
people to achieve successful outcomes.
Most participants demonstrated the need for
further toolkits and guidance on undertaking
feasibility studies to identify and design
suitable sites, select priority sectors, develop
incentive regime and investor attraction
strategy.
SEZ regime should be embedded in broader
trade and development plans. The proposed
AfCFTA and other regional trading regimes
are currently creating numerous market
issues and trade distortions. A harmonised
trading regime and greater market access
is instrumental to drive productivity of African
industrial activities. Moreover, improved
market access should be supported by
strong logistics, economic corridors and
connectivity infrastructure to maximise
regional and local competitiveness.

CONCLUSION
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LOOKING FORWARD
The presentations, discussions and
questions from the participants provided
some key thoughts and suggestions for
the future. It was clear that there is a
wealth of information and experience
in Africa to share on SEZ role for export
growth and diversification. There is strong
realisation that SEZ regime should be
linked to broader industrial policy, spatial
planning and infrastructure development
to achieve national objectives in line with
SDG goals. There is a risk that growth in
SEZs across Africa without a coordinated
strategy and enabling frameworks could
reduce their viability and lead to poor
economic outcomes. Major industrial
policy initiatives such as those led by
African Union (e.g. AfCFTA), AFDB and
AfreximBank bank are crucial to ensure
that the direct and spill over benefits of
SEZ investments are maximised.
With greater urbanisation, rising incomes
and youth population the level of
consumption is increasing in Africa. The
industrial sector has immense potential

to capture this opportunity. SEZs would be
integral to this industrial transformation.
The continent faces significant risks
of trade imbalance, urban poverty
and rising prices if domestic demand
continues to be met by imports.
Lastly, given this developmental route
– pursued successfully by various zones
around the world and in Africa – several
critical questions arise for the future. These
questions include the extent to which SEZs
can effectively exploit the characteristics
of ‘Industry 4’ for the greater good of a
country. Does this then represent a new
form of transformational economic
development, particularly in the African
context? Furthermore, the question of
how far this form of growth is genuinely
inclusive and offers opportunities for a full
cross-section of the African labour force,
also needs to be properly investigated.
Can economic zones play a pivotal role
in addressing these issues?
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Special Economic Zones (SEZs) were adopted relatively late in
Africa and most African countries did not operationalize their
programmes until the 1990s or 2000s. As of 2019, there are
about 189 operating SEZs in Africa and 57 SEZs projects have
been announced for completion. SEZs are well developed
across the continent and are present in 47 of the 54 countries.

TRADE

FDI

JOBS

Exports from SEZs can account for a significant share of national exports. Most African economies whose exports are growing the fastest, have a well-developed SEZ
programme with one or more SEZs. SEZs
have also led to export diversification. From
raw agro-products to high value added
agro-processing exports and from apparel
and textile to electronic components. The
SEZ impact on trade growth is stronger in
the short-term and relatively weaker in the
long-term. SEZs have a greater positive impact on exports when outward-looking and
export-oriented policies are in place at the
national level.

SEZs have given a significant boost to FDI
flows to Africa which increased by 11% in
2018 to $46 Billion. The prospects for 2019
are positive and FDI is expected to increase
by 11% to $52 Billion. SEZ can create attractive investment conditions and enhance
foreign direct investment. In many African
countries, SEZs account for significant share
of country FDI, for example, it is 21% and
10% in South Africa and Kenya respectively.
SEZs can influence the type of foreign investment especially in high-technology and
professional sectors. Sectors located in SEZs
can be linked with high economic growth
rates and investment return.

SEZs though economic development have
supported employment creation in skilled
and highly skilled sectors in Africa. Over the
past 5 years, more than 60 million jobs have
been created the majority in Agro-processing instead of traditional farming. Zones
have created direct jobs and indirectly
through supply chains in construction, manufacturing, mining & utilities and in highly
skilled sectors such as telecommunications
& digital products. The rate of job creation in
SEZ programmes has significantly outpaced
the total employment growth in the country.
SEZs can be linked with increased labour
productivity & skills improvement.

SUCCESS FACTORS

STAKEHOLDERS

Strong long-term vision and institutional support are essential
for zones success & development. Effective cooperation between
different levels of government agencies & private sector is one of
the key elements to attract significant investments. Infrastructure
investment & creation of ‘integrated clusters’ are crucial to ensure
connectivity & coordination between different zones & boost performances at zone and country level. Qualified labour force and
Investment in skills represent a key success factor in zones including training centres & training programmes tailored to the needs
of relevant sectors in the zones. Latest thinking & evidence of best
practise indicates that successful SEZs adopt parallel economic
programming (feasibility studies, market analysis, demand forecast,
business case) & physical programming (site assessment, infrastructure review) supported by a strong organisational framework
(SEZ regime, incentives & developer model).

An SEZ regime requires a strong orchestrated team of public and private stakeholders in the design, set-up and operational stages, including Government, SEZ Authority, Zone
developer, Zone operator, Zone regulator, Tax and customs authorities and Investment promotion agencies. The roles also
evolve over time as experience and capacity is gradually built up.

BUSINESS MODELS
In terms of business models, Public operated SEZs are the most
common model across Africa, accounting for about 42% of the total SEZs followed by Public-Private-Partnerships (30%). The nature
of the zone management (public, private, PPP) does not seem to
influence zone performance as previously thought. The best practices are mainly a combination of PPP and publically managed
zones. The impact of zone management on performance depends
on the local context. Whether zones are operated by the private
or the public sector frequently is dependent on country-level policy-making and legislation.

1.

SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES INTRODUCTION
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1.1.WHAT ARE SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES (SEZS) ?
Special Economic Zones are geographically delimited areas within which governments facilitate industrial activities through fiscal
and regulatory incentives and infrastructure support. They are generally established with a few specific, but by no means exclusive, policy
goals, with export promotion, import substitution, job creation and foreign direct investment (FDI) attraction central to almost all zones.
SEZs also unlock agglomeration economies and create clusters by concentrating economic infrastructure and public goods in one geographic area, allowing industries to overcome minimum size thresholds and begin to leverage scale economies.
SEZs go by different names, including free zones, economic zones, export processing zones, industrial parks. Regardless of the name
used to define them, SEZs are designed as instruments of trade, investment and spatial industrial policy. Many developing countries
adopt a regime of SEZs to support partial exposure to global markets while maintaining protective barriers in a ‘stepwise’ approach to
economic, social and political reform.

1.2. SEZS IN AFRICA
SEZs were adopted relatively late in Africa and most African countries did not operationalize their programmes until the 1990s or
2000s. Only several African countries, including Liberia, Mauritius, and Senegal, launched SEZ programmes in the early 1970s. As of
2014, the majority of countries in Sub Saharan Africa have active SEZ programmes, most of these being traditional Export Processing
Zones and industrial parks.
As of 2019, there are an estimated 189 operating SEZs in Africa. SEZs are well developed across the continent and are present in 47 of
the 54 countries. Eastern Africa accounts for the largest share of the total SEZs in the continent (29% of the total), followed by Northern
Africa (28%) and Western Africa (19%). Southern Africa and Central Africa have a smaller number of SEZs, accounting for 15% and 8%
of the total respectively.
There are 57 ongoing SEZs projects across the continent. About 50% of the SEZ projects are being undertaken in the Eastern Africa
region, showing a strong commitment from those governments in pursuing economic development through SEZs strategy.
Morocco, Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa developed strong SEZs programmes. In Morocco, Tanger Med Zones has been crowned
Africa’s winner. Strategically located on the Strait of Gibraltar and at the conjunction of major maritime routes, the zone offers access to
target markets in both Europe and Africa. It is home to more than 900 companies in various sectors such as automotive, aeronautics, logistics and textiles. Tanger Med Zones attracted several new investments from companies including Valeo, Magneti Marelli and Varroc. Investors continue to settle in the zone due to its ‘plug and play’ policy, highly skilled and multilingual talent pool and attractive tax regime.
The table below shows the countries with the highest number of SEZs in Africa. Morocco has the highest number of SEZs in operation
(22 zones in 2018) and Nigeria has the highest number of ongoing and planned SEZs projects (20 in 2018).

SEZs programmes are usually adopted to meet countries’ quantitative growth goals (i.e. investment attraction, trade promotion,
job creation and exports increase), dynamic (i.e. industrial upgrading, skills development, economic diversification and structural
change, as well as integration into value chains) and socioeconomic (i.e. sustainable development, quality of employment and
environmental protection) objectives. Although the objective of most SEZs in Africa, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, is to enhance
manufacturing and exports in low-skill, labour-intensive industries such as garments and textiles, some countries are targeting diverse
sectors and higher value addition.

2.

SEZS AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT
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2.1.FDI FLOWS IN AFRICA

FDI flows to Africa increased by 11% to $46 Billion in 2018, after successive declines in 2016 and 2017. France is the largest investor
in Africa, followed by the Netherlands, the United States, the United Kingdom and China. The increase was supported by continued resource seeking FDI, diversification and recovery of the South African economy. African economies account for 3.5% of global FDI inflows
and 1% of global outflows. African share of global inwards and outwards FDI grew by 0.7% and 0.1% in 2018. The prospects for 2019
are positive and FDI is expected to increase by 10.9% to $52 Billion.
Northern African is the largest FDI recipient by region, with a 7% increase to $14 Billion in 2018. The increase was due to elevated
investment in most countries of the region. Morocco and Egypt are the largest FDI recipient in both North Africa and Africa. In 2018, FDI
to Egypt decreased by 8% to $6.8 Billion, while FDI inflows to Morocco grew by 36% between 2017 and 2018 to $3.6 billion.
FDI to West Africa fell by 15% to $9.6 Billion in 2018, the lowest level since 2006. The decrease can largely be explained by a substantial drop in FDI inflows to Nigeria for the second consecutive year. In 2018, FDI inflows to the country declined by 43% to $2 Billion.
Ghana was the largest FDI recipient in West Africa, in spite of FDI inflows declining by 8% to $3Billion in 2018. Most FDI projects are gas
and mineral oriented large Greenfield investment projects.
FDI inflows to East and Central Africa were largely unchanged in 2018 at $9 Billion and $8.8 Billion respectively. Ethiopia is the largest FDI recipient in Eastern Africa, with an 18% increase to $3.3. Billion. Ethiopian investment is focused on petroleum refining, mineral
extraction, real estate, manufacturing and renewable energy. FDI flows to Kenya increased by 27% to $1.6 Billion, as the county improved
private enterprise climate and FDI facilitation. Kenyan FDI was targeted in diverse industries including manufacturing, chemicals, hospitality and oil and gas.
Congo recorded the highest FDI levels in the Central African region, at $4.3 Billion, with most of the investment directed towards oil
exploration and production. The Democratic Republic of the Congo recorded an 11% FDI increase to $1.5 Billion. The investment flows
are focused on mineral exploitation, especially cobalt as 60% of the world known reserves are located in DR Congo.

FDI inflows to Southern African recovered to $4.2 Billion in 2018, from a negative $925 million in 2017. The recovery was largely due
to the increase in South African FDI inflows. FDI inflows to the country nearly doubled to $5.3 Billion, contributing to the Governments’
campaign to attract $100 Billion of FDI by 2023. Angola has traditionally been an attractive FDI destination because of its oil and gas
sector, however, FDI inflows to the country have been negative for the past two years due to both profit repatriations by foreign parent
companies and the decline in the county’s oil production, which weighed on new investment.

2.2.LINKING SEZS WITH FDI FLOWS
Most SEZ programmes are designed to attract national and foreign investment. Countries that traditionally struggle to attract FDI show
higher propensity to adopt SEZ programmes, as almost 90% of all SEZ are located in developing economies. To ensure maximum benefits, the FDI screening mechanism is increasing and in 2018 fifty-five economies introduced at least 112 investment screening measures.
Early-stages of SEZ operation has had a higher impact on national FDI inflows. Many African countries experienced a rapid increase
in FDI inflows after new SEZs became operational but sustaining high levels of FDI has proven to be difficult. For example, in Ethiopia, the
FDI inflows increased three times from when the first SEZ was open in 2010 until the third zone became operational in 2013. A similar
trend can be found in other African countries, for example in Morocco. After the first SEZ became operational, the FDI inflows increased
rapidly, and then again after the third and fourth were opened. When the fifth SEZ was opened, the SEZ no longer had a noticeable impact
on national FDI inflows.
FDI inflows to SEZs can be volatile on an annual basis, depending on the sector. For example, in Ethiopia, most SEZs are involved in
the agricultural sector and agriculture accounts for a significant share of the country’s GDP. After the first SEZ was opened, FDI increased
by 41% and 18% after two other SEZs were opened in 2014.The FDI inflows to Ethiopia also decreased rapidly in 2015, when the country
suffered their worst drought in decades, resulting in a significant fall in FDI inflows. Kenyan FDI increased by 27% to $1.6 Billion due to
investment in diverse sectors, including manufacturing, hospitality and chemicals. Investment diversification increased Kenyan resilience
to oil prices, which have been increasing since 2016.
SEZ can influence the type of foreign investment, by increasing investment in high-technology and professional sectors. For example, in
2018, Greenfield FDI in high-skilled industries increased by 84% and 60% to $33 Billion in the Manufacturing sector. A more diversified
and increasing industrial base leads to a greater interaction between SEZ-based and non-SEZ based firms and subsequently increasing
the clustering and spill-over effect of SEZs.

3.

SEZS AND TRADE

African economies with the highest ratio of inward FDI stock
to GDP all have SEZ programmes. A high ratio indicates economies with good business environments (relatively low inflation
and interest rates, a stable currency, respect for intellectual property rights) and are more likely to attract international investment.
Gabon has the highest FDI stock to GDP ratio with 60.7% and
the country has 2 operational SEZ programmes. Ghana has the
second highest ratio with 55.4% followed by Morocco with 54.3%.
The SEZ impact on trade is stronger in the short-term and relatively weaker in the long-term. In many African countries, export
growth increased rapidly after an SEZ programme was introduced.
For example, when Gabon opened Nkok Economic Zone in 2014,
national exports increased eight times the following year. The
growth was only short-term and decreased a few years later. EPZs
in Kenya had a similar impact on the country’s total exports, with
a rapid increase after a new zone became operational. Exports
increased more than ten times when the second SEZ became operational and doubled briefly after the fourth SEZ was opened.
SEZs have a greater positive impact on exports when outward-looking and export-oriented policies are in place at the
national level. Some countries, such as Morocco and Ethiopia are
explicitly pursuing an SEZ-driven strategy to fuel their trade growth.
Morocco has 22 operational SEZs and with firms average CAGR
of 10.2% between 2008 and 2018. Firms in Ethiopian zones (19

4.
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operational zones) had a CAGR of 9% during the same period. In
some instances, SEZs are an opportunity to test new trade policies,
before they are implemented at a national level.
Sectors located in SEZs can be linked with high economic performance. The average CAGR for 11 companies located in SEZs
for coffee, tea, maté and spices in Kenya was 6.6% between 2001
and 2018 and grew by 26.7% in 2018. The Kenyan top 5 sectors
with the highest growth rate in 2018, all have at least 2 companies
operating in an SEZ. In Morocco, Automotive, electric machinery
and equipment had the highest growth rate (16.8%) in 2018 of
all exported products. The sector CAGR was also 12.3% between
2001 and 2018. There are six SEZs in the country hosting industrial facilities in Automotive, electric machinery and equipment
activities.
SEZs can enhance export diversification and promote linkages
in the economy by attracting a range of sectors and by stimulating
technology spill over effects and clustering. Tanger Med zones in
Morocco has attracted high-value generating companies operating in the automotive, aeronautics and electronics sectors. These
sectors have benefited from the world class port facility, increased
market access and dynamic labour market. As a result trade has
increased directly and indirectly through the associated supply
chains.

SEZS AND EMPLOYMENT

4.1.SEZS AND INDUSTRIAL JOB CREATION

One of the key rationales for Special Economic Zones is to generate greater employment. Zones are generally considered an effective
tool for job creation, particularly for women entering the workforce. SEZs can have both a direct and indirect impact on a country’s employment. In the last 5 years, SEZs have created more than 60 million jobs in the Agro-processing, manufacturing and service industries.
SEZs have supported employment creation in skilled and highly skilled sectors in Africa. Over the past 5 years, more than 41 million
jobs have been created in the agricultural sector, the majority in agro-processing instead of traditional farming. Industrial sector employment has increased with more than 14 million new jobs, namely in construction, manufacturing, mining and utilities. Employment in
highly skilled sectors such as telecommunications and digital products and services is also growing, with more than 2 million new jobs
in the last 5 years.
The rate of job creation in SEZ programmes has significantly outpaced the total employment growth in the country. All high performing countries in terms of job growth have multiple SEZs. For example, in Morocco, 22 zones have created 500 000 new industrial
jobs and in Nigeria 10 zones have created 300,000 new industrial jobs. Both in Morocco and Nigeria, the total country employment
trend has been either negative or flat for the past few decades, while industrial employment has increased. In Ethiopia, total employment
has stayed unchanged since the first SEZ was opened in 2010, however, the share of industrial employment increased by 13% in 2011.
Another clear increase took place when Ethiopia opened two SEZs in 2014.
SEZs can be linked with increased labour productivity and skills improvement. The current growth model in Africa relies on low-productivity sectors, exported commodities and on public expenditure, combined with low levels of private sector investment, resulting in
poor labour productivity, which was less than 1% in 2018. Evidence suggests that firms located in SEZs have higher labour productivity
compared to similar firms located outside the zone. Knowledge-transfer and labour skills improvement also increases the local labour
force competitiveness. The positive impact of SEZs can be expected to have a greater impact in the future, as currently, SEZs have been
linked to displacement of jobs from migration as the local labour force do not meet firms requirements.

5.
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COMPARATIVE BENCHMARKING

5.1.COMPARING ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES WITH SEZS

Economies with SEZs programmes tend to have a high level of FDI and generate significant exports value (table below).
Morocco attracted $3.6 billion worth of FDI in 2018 and the zones operating across the country attracted investments worth $3.8billion
(combination of national and Foreign investment) in the same year. Tanger Med with its PPP business model attracted most of this
investment. Zones accounted for 30% of total exports in Morocco. In addition, the 22 operating zones in Morocco generated 500,000
jobs in 2018. Ethiopia attracted FDI of $3.3 billion in 2018, $160 million of which were directed to SEZs. In addition, the 173 companies
operating in the 19 zones in the country created about 50,000 jobs. The four SEZs in Ghana attracted FDI worth $90 million and the
144 companies in the zones generated about 66% of the total exports in the country. SEZs in South Africa boosted the economy and
attracted FDI worth $1.12billion, about 21% of the total FDI inflow in the country. The 9 operating zones host 43 companies which are
also responsible for the creation of about 15,700 jobs.
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: COUNTRY AND SEZS PROGRAMME LEVEL, SELECTED ECONOMIES (2018)

COUNTRY LEVEL

COUNTRY

SEZS PROGRAMME LEVEL

FDI INFLOW EXPORTS FDI/GDP (%)
2018 ($) BIL
($) BIL

ETHIOPIA

NUMBER
OF SEZS

ONGOING SEZS
PROJECT

TOTAL NUMBER
OF COMPANIES

$3.3

$2.5

27.7%

19

3

173

GHANA

$2.9 B

$17

55.4%

4

1

144

KENYA

$1.6

$6

16.2%

7

3

95

MOROCCO

$3.6

$28.5

54.3%

22

0

900

SOUTH AFRICA

$5.3

$94

35%

9

1

43

TOTAL JOB CREATED
ZONES INVESTMENT
IN FZ SECTOR
($)
(2017/2018)
50,000
9,828
44,000
500,000
15,700

ZONES
EXPORTS

$160 MILLION

$339 MILLION

$90 MILLION

$1.94 BILLION

$160 MILLION

$369 MILLION

$3,8 BILLION

$8,5 BILLION

$1.12 BILLION

N/A

SOURCE: BUROHAPPOLD ANALYSIS, 2019
THE TABLE BELOW PROVIDES ADDITIONAL, INFORMATION OF ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE WITHIN SPECIFIC SEZS IN SELECTED COUNTRIES.

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: SPECIFIC ZONES, SELECTED ECONOMIES (2018)

COUNTRY

ZONE

YEAR OF
ESTABLISHMENT

SIZE (HA)

SECTORAL FOCUS

MOROCCO

TANGER MED
ZONES

NOVEMBER
1999

2000 HA

AERONAUTIC, ELECTRONICS,
AUTOMOTIVE AND TEXTILES

80,000

900

NIGERIA

KANO FREE
TRADE ZONE

1998

432 HA

LEATHER PRODUCTION,
TEXTILES AGRO-ALLIED

2,000

16

EGYPT

ALEXANDRIA PUBLI
FREE ZONE

1973

570 HA

TEXTILES, AGRO-PROCESSING,
CHEMICALS

74,171

N/A

ETHIOPIA

HAWASSA INDUSTRIAL
PARK CYCLE 1 & 2

JULY 2016

FIRST PHASE 350 HA

TEXTILE & GARMENT

21,000

19

SOUTH AFRICA

COEGA INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT ZONE

2001

9259 HA
(DESIGNATED)

MANUFACTURING &
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

8,210

43

GHANA

ASHANTI TECHNOLOGY
PARK

2004

445 HA
(DESIGNATED)

COCOA PROCESSING, WAREHOUSING
& LOGISTICS SERVICES

2,000

100

GABON

NKON SPECIAL
ECONOMIC ZONE

2011

1126 HA

WOOD, STEEL

3,500

56

MAURITIUS

MAURITIUS
FREEPORT ZONE

1992

52 HA

WAREHOUSING, MANUFACTURING,
MINOR PROCESSING $ LIGHT ASSEMBLY

3,100

260

ANGOLA

LUANDA-BENGO SEZ
(ZEE)

2009

8400 HA/ 64 HA
(AVAILABLE SPACE)

MANUFACTURING,
FOOD INDUSTRY

4,000

150

TOTAL JOB
CREATED

NUMBER OF
COMPANIES

Tanger Med zones, Morocco – established in 1999 and covering an area of 2,000 hectares- is an ecosystem of diverse economic and
industrial activities. The zone is one of the best example in terms of export, FDI and job generation in the country. It is noted that 900
companies in the zones generated more than 80,000 jobs in the aeronautic, electronics, automotive and textiles sectors.
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The Hawassa Industrial Park Cycle 1&2, Ethiopia - established in 2016 and covering an area of 350 hectares- specialises in textile and
garment industry and is one of the best performing SEZ in Ethiopia in terms of job creation. In 2018, the 19 companies in the park generated 21,000 jobs, almost half of the total zones jobs in the country.
The Ashanti Technology Park, Ghana, was established in 2014 and covers an area of 445 hectares. It is home to about 100 companies
which specialise in cocoa processing, warehousing and logistics services. It is noted that about 20% of the total jobs created across the
four free zones in Ghana are generated in this park.
In South Africa, about half (52.2%) of the total jobs created in the SEZs sector are generated in the Coega Industrial Development Zone.
The Coega IDZ was established in 2001, covers about 9,259 hectares and the 43 companies in the zone specialise in manufacturing
and automotive industry.

5.2.COMPARING SEZS SHARE OF TOTAL ECONOMY PERFORMANCE FOR EXPORTS, FDI AND JOBS
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES
Exports from SEZs can account for a significant share of national exports. For example, in Egypt zone exports accounted for 57%
of total exports and 25% of non-oil related exports in. In Morocco exports from SEZ accounts for most non-oil related exports, standing
latest at 60%. Some evidence suggests that economic activity among SEZ is relatively concentrated, with larger zones contributing to a
larger share of exports.
SEZ can create attractive investment conditions and enhance foreign direct investment. In many African countries, FDI inflows are
centralized to SEZs. For example, in Egypt, 80% of total FDI inflows are directed to SEZs and 60% in Nigeria. Both countries are highly
oil-dependent, and most zones have oil and gas-related activities. However, FDI inflows to SEZ are also relatively high in more diversified
economies, for example, it is 21% In South Africa and 10% in Kenya.
SEZ is said to contribute to skilled and highly skilled employment creation, suggesting that SEZ support highly productive and diverse employment opportunities. For example in Kenya, the employer productivity is on average 8386 Units per worker in a SEZs while
the national average is only 343 Units per worker. SEZ worker productivity is around 6536 units in Uganda and the national employee
productivity is only 166 units.

5.3.LESSON LEARNT: CHALLENGES AND SUCCESS FACTORS
Strong long-term vision and institutional support are essential for zones success and development. The Moroccan SEZ programme
secured political support and the government was committed to create the best possible market access for its investors. The Moroccan
SEZ programme is considered one of the most successful in the region.
Effective cooperation between different levels of government agencies and private sector is understood to be one of the key element
to attract significant investments. For example, the Lekki Free Zone (Nigeria), learning from past experiences - where only the Federal
Government of Nigeria were involved- changed the way Free Zones were governed and operated. The inclusion of State government and
private sector helped catalyse the development of the Lekki Fee Zone. In addition, partnering with the private sector was one of the key
success factors in the Lekki Free Zone.
Infrastructure investment and creation of ‘integrated cluster’ are crucial elements to ensure connectivity and coordination between
different zones and boost performances at zone and country level. For example, large-scale investment in infrastructure allowed the
Moroccan Tanger Med Zones to capitalise on their strategic geographic position. Coordinated investment on the port, road infrastructure
and a dedicated rail link enabled the zones to attract the likes of Renault, a key anchor tenant.
Underdeveloped infrastructure and networks represented a main challenge in Athi River, Kenya constraining connectivity and logistics.
Due to a lack of ‘integrated cluster’ of zones, investors preferred to set up single factory EPZs as they owned the land and/or factory. In
addition, weak on-site infrastructure and service provision did not attract investors to the site and multiple single factory EPZs have been
set up instead.
Qualified labour force and Investment in skills represented a key success factor in Tanger Med Zones, where training centres were
established and training plans were tailored to the needs of relevant sectors in the zone. Investment in skills training would have been
beneficial in Bole Lemi Industrial Park, Ethiopia, where one of the main challenge was the lack of local capabilities for supervision and
management. In addition, lack of industrial work culture and low productivity due to no prior exposure to the same.

6.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL SEZS

6.1.INTEGRATING ECONOMIC & PHYSICAL PROGRAMMING
WITH A STRONG ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Whilst it is acknowledged that there are no ‘one-size-fits-all’
solutions to SEZ development, there are a number of key success factors, which government, operators and investors should
take into account when designing, implementing and operating
SEZ programmes.
Latest thinking and evidence of best practise indicates that successful SEZ adopt parallel economic (feasibility studies, market
analysis, demand forecast, business case) and physical programming (site assessment, infrastructure review) supported by
a strong organisational framework (SEZ regime, incentives and
developer model).

6.1.1. KEY PHYSICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

6.1.2. KEY ECONOMIC FACTORS
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Selection of sectors and activities: The correct choice of SEZ target industry-sectors is important to ensure that the comparative
advantages of the country, region or site are fully utilised and that
the key challenges and risks have been considered.
Links to national and local economy: When designing a SEZ programme consideration should be given to trade policy, strategic
and sectoral focus, zone typology, policies on domestic participation and policies on access to local markets to ensure favourable
conditions for facilitating backward and forward linkages within
the domestic economy.
Targeted economic impact: There should be a clear vision from
the inception of an SEZ programme on which economic impacts
are being targeted and the extent of these impacts. Key economic
performance indicators should be monitored on a regular basis to
ensure that targets are being met.

Site selection: This should be considered early on in developing
a national SEZ strategy and should utilise a number of key criteria linked to target industry-sectors and associated investors and
tenants.
Investment in infrastructure: Provision of high quality infrastructure and low cost is a key comparative advantage when looking at
attracting FDI. PPP arrangements can be adopted to facilitate investment in infrastructure. This helps in differentiating SEZs using
the same pallet of incentives.

6.1.3. KEY ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS
Alignment to national vision: Implementation of SEZs programmes should be considered with regards to a national economic strategy
which identifies linkages to certain parts of the economy;
Robust economic rationale: Analysis of country’s performance, constraints to growth and investment climate to should be undertaken
to determine whether an SEZ programme is a suitable policy tool;
Selection of SEZ model: The type of SEZs development model (e.g. EPZ, FTZ, Freeports) should be aligned to the policy objectives. Innovative configurations could be implemented to present the most attractive value proposition to the market;
Formulation of SEZs working groups: The creation of such groups can be a key tool in ensuring that the full range of issues and opportunities that an SEZ programme generates is captured and to ensure lateral support from relevant stakeholders;
Consideration of investor requirements: Prioritising sector specific requirements when developing the legal, incentives and regulatory
framework;
Provision of investment promotion agencies or ‘one-stop-shops’: The establishment of such entities are effective tools for targeting
inward investment in SEZs and to facilitating a significantly more attractive environment for potential investors;
Targeted incentive frameworks: Fiscal incentives should be focused on the sectors and strategies which are being targeted by the
proposed zone programme and should not be used as the main differentiator between competing zones.

7.
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BUSINESS MODEL

When analysing the framework in which SEZs operate, three basic models are identified in Africa: Public, Private and Public Private Partnership (PPP). The graph below depicts the roles, responsibilities and the relation between key stakeholders for each business model.
OPERATING BUSINESS MODELS IN AFRICA
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There are three main business models applied to SEZs in Africa. Public operated SEZs are the most common model in Africa, accounting
for about 42% of the total SEZs. Public private partnership model represent 30% of the total and the remaining 28% of the zones are
privately operated.
Public model: The project ownership is under public governance and the participation from private actors is limited to - utility restructuring, corporatisation and decentralisation; and civil works and service contracts.
Private model: The private sector is responsible for the design, construction and operation of the infrastructure facility.
PPP model: The terms of a PPP are typically set out in a contract or agreement that outlines responsibilities of the stakeholders, allocate
risk and assign tasks. PPPs take a wide range of forms depending on the extent of involvement and risk taken by the private partner. Some
examples of the most common SEZs legal structures under a PPP model are listed below:
• Direct Contract: The zone owner commissions a series of design consultants to plan and design on individual lot basis and is responsible to integrate the work of all parties in order to deliver quality outcomes. The owner finance the whole project and directly pay all the
parties involved. Direct contract is an attractive option when direct ownership and operation of certain aspects and facilities is required.
This structure requires large amounts of expertise and experience from the owner in case of highly complex projects.
• Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV): Entities formed between parties for specific purpose of developing a project or service. Assets are
transferred to the SPV but business decisions remain with the initial entities. This structure is often used as means of securing project
finance through securitisation of future revenue streams as opposed to normal debt. SPV is also associated with bankruptcy costs reduction - given that there are less assets in a specific SPV compared to the decision-making entities.
• Joint Venture (JV): Two or more parties pooling resources to accomplish a specific task. Base on contract terms, profits, losses and
costs are shared accordingly between the parties. Joint ventures drive a profit oriented culture, increase access to knowledge and promote efficient use of resources. However, extensive contracts and legal negotiations are required to set up a joint venture.
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The nature of the zone management (public, private, PPP) does not seem to influence zone performance as previously thought. The best
practice zones mentioned hereby are mainly a combination of PPP and publically managed zones. The impact of zone management on
performance depends on the local context. Whether zones are operated by the private or the public sector frequently is dependent on
country-level policy-making and legislation.

COUNTRY

ZONE

BUSINESS MODEL

MOROCCO

TANGER MED ZONES

PPP

LYBIA

MISURATA FREE ZONE

PUBLIC

EGYPT

PORT SAID EAST PORT PUBLIC FREE ZONE

PUBLIC

ANGOLA

LUANDA-BENGO SEZ (ZEE)

PUBLIC

BURUNDI

BURUNDI SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE

PPP

ETHIOPIA

HAWASSA INDUSTRIAL PARK CYCLE 1 & 2

PPP

DJIBOUTI

DJIBOUTI FREE TRADE ZONE (DIFTZ)

PUBLIC

GABON

NKOK SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE

PPP

GHANA

TEMA EPZ

PPP

SENEGAL

DIAMNIADIO INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL PARK (P2ID)

PPP

KENYA

PEARL RIVER CHINA AND AFRICA ECONOMIC ZONES LTD (AEZ), ELDORET

PRIVATE

Surveys indicate that investors prefer zones to be developed and managed by an international developer as Public-Private Partnership
(PPP). On the other hand, some of the biggest SEZ success stories are run by governments or state-owned enterprises, including in China,
Singapore, the United Arab Emirates, and Malaysia.
Privately run SEZs have the incentive to carefully avoid risky or unpromising investments, and are not constrained by short-term political
considerations. International experience from countries such as the Dominican Republic, Colombia, and the Philippines shows that the
private sector brings credibility and a network of potential investors to locate in a SEZs/industrial park. Privately developed parks therefore
tend to command higher prices from end users and attract higher value-added activities.

8.

ROLES AND FUNCTION OF KEY STAKEHOLDERS

An SEZ regime requires a strong orchestrated team of public and private stakeholders in the design, set-up and operational stages. The
roles also evolve over time as experience and capacity is gradually built up. The key stakeholders are:
The government plays a pivotal role in the domestic SEZ regime. It sets the overall economic development goals, adopts underlying
industrial policies and implements them through, inter alia, the establishment of SEZs.
SEZ Authority is responsible for conducting strategic planning and initial feasibility studies assessment. It also have the power to select
and enter into development/operator agreements. As an autonomous agency, the authority helps relieve the SEZ programme of day-today political considerations that may distort its incentives. Linking such an agency to a central authority facilitates coordination across
various government ministries and agencies.
Zone developer is responsible for the creation of the final land use master plan. The zone developer takes serviced plots from the project
sponsor and build out the super structures for occupation by tenants. Tenants pay rent to developer or to other third party plot developers
as appropriate. Developer (and other third party plot developers) pay land lease charges to project sponsor. A zone developer could be
governmental, private or a combination of both.
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Zone manager/Operator is responsible for the on-going operations of the site. Tenants pay a service charge to operator, which is also
responsible for marketing new opportunities for the zone. The operator attracts individual investors to the zone, often in cooperation
with domestic investment promotion agencies. In addition, they are responsible for the smooth operation of a zone by providing basic
infrastructure services such as electricity, telecommunication and water supply, security and maintenance. The zone operator could be
the developer itself or another entity (governmental and/or private). If a ‘One-stop-shop’ approach is used, the operator is likely to play
significant part, along with regulator.
Zone Regulator is responsible for facilitating government services and for monitoring compliance. The regulator acts as a body of
oversight and aims to avoid conflicts of interest between the stakeholders mentioned above. In addition, the regulator manages governmental services, licensing, provides inspection and collects fees. It is acknowledge that the zone regulator should be a third party to
ensure transparency and independence. The right power structure can mitigate an SEZ programme’s internal coordination challenges.
International experience of failed and successful SEZs suggests that an SEZ regime should be regulated by an autonomous, powerful
government authority, possibly linked to the head of state or of the government. If a ‘One Stop Shop’ approach is used, the regulator is
likely to play significant part along with operator.
Tax and customs authorities and Investment promotion agencies may also have a role in the SEZ regime. Tax and customs authorities administer special fiscal regimes applicable in zones and undertake on-site inspections in relation to goods entering and leaving the
zones. Investment promotion agencies may assist in attracting new investors to the zones, preparing ready-made investment packages,
sharing information on new developments in SEZ policies and building an investor-friendly image of the country abroad. To this purpose,
central, regional and local governments also play a pivotal role.
Other SEZs stakeholders may include industry associations, staff unions and zone employees’ representatives, as well as civil society.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

SEZs are increasingly playing a key role in Africa’s industrial transformation and economic growth. Countries like Morocco, Egypt, South
Africa and Ethiopia have set up world class zones, attracting major companies and global investors. For policy makers, institutional investors and international financing institutions it is crucial that zones performance data is clear, more readily available and comparable.
The impact of Economic Zones on trade, jobs creation and FDI is significant.
This link would need to be examined more carefully specially in understanding the impact on local and regional economies, jobs for
women and socially responsible investment. Another area would be to understand the key factors which can accelerate or support zones
performance on these indicators. For example, logistics, knowledge transfer programmes, access to finance all play a key role in enhancing the spill-over effect of zones. Business models for zones are also evolving with more zones operated as PPP or privately. This would
mean greater responsibility for governments to create capacity to forge new partnerships, new funding models and new institutional
structures.
Benchmarking zones is useful to compare performance and zone evolution over time. However, it will be immensely beneficial to analyse
challenges and success factors of Economic zones when comparing their achievement. This will support countries to develop the “next
generation of zones”: zones that will have to abide by Sustainable Development Goals, transition to the new industrial revolution and the
digital economy, and rapidly changing patterns of international production and global value chains.
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